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Low-income Californians 50 and older will be eligible for healthcare regardless of immigration status under a law extending benefits to 235,000 residents in the country illegally.
California expands Medi-Cal, offering relief to older immigrants without legal status
The legislation to expand Medi-Cal coverage to low-income adults regardless of immigration status builds upon proposals pushed by Democrats to extend the state's version of federal Medicaid to ...
California expands health care to more low-income immigrants
California will offer public health care to undocumented Californians age 50 and older starting next year in a historic expansion. The law Gov. Gavin Newsom signed Tuesday expanding coverage means ...
California is expanding health care coverage to undocumented adults. How to get it
Governor Newsom came to Fresno on Tuesday to sign one final piece of health care legislation, but he also offered his opinions on masks, vaccinations, and the recall election. Following a quick tour ...
New bill to extend health eligibility to roughly 235,000 Californians, says Gov. Newsom
Gov. Gavin Newsom and other leaders gathered at a Central Valley clinic on Tuesday to tout the expansion of Medi-Cal for undocumented Californians over 50.
Gov. Newsom signs bill expanding Medi-Cal coverage to undocumented Californians 50 and older
Individual insurance premiums on California's health exchange for the uninsured will go up 1.8% on average next year —. In the last year, nearly 250,000 people purchased insurance through Covered ...
California health exchange rates to increase 1.8% in 2022
The state will be the first to offer comprehensive counseling services to parents during pediatric visits as part of Medicaid.
A Family Wellness Check: California Invests in Treating Parents and Children Together
Democrats in the state legislature this year proposed opening CA's state-funded food stamp program to all, regardless of immigration status.
CA Takes Nibble At Offering Food Stamps To Undocumented Residents
California Gov. Gavin Newsom and the state Legislature, with the best of intentions, enacted AB 290 to protect dialysis patients from predatory insurance practices that seem harmful to patients.
Opinion: Federal Case Threatens California Dialysis Patients’ Access to Health Insurance
One week the food pantry had frozen crabmeat; other weeks, deli meat or plant-based “meat.” The week before the Fourth of July, there was no meat at all, and a reminder that the pa ...
California takes a nibble at offering food stamps to undocumented immigrants
In this episode, Foley Senior Counsel Adam Hepworth talks with Trent Stechschulte of Equitas Health to talk about current hot issues related to Federally Qualified Health ...
Episode 16: Community Health Centers: Issues Facing FQHCs Today [PODCAST]
The recent debate over audio-only telehealth centers on the question of whether a phone call has clinical value, and whether doctors should be reimbursed for it.
Examining the Benefits and Challenges of Audio-Only Telehealth
According to the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health’s 2020 Smile Survey, almost half of children have experienced tooth decay.
Black children have high rates of tooth decay, but experts say it is easily preventable
It’s beginning to look a lot like campaign season. Republican recall rallies popped up in southern California this weekend, with Assemblyman Kevin Kiley and talk show host Larry Elder gathering their ...
Campaign season — NEWSOM calls ENERGY emergency — FTC loses FACEBOOK expert — DISNEY requires vaccinations
And just like that, masks were back at the White House. After insisting for days that vaccinated people were safe from the virus, the White House quickly shifted course Tuesday ...
Masks return to White House as COVID-19 surges in states
The Berkeley IGS tally of recall views found Newsom with a comfortable double-digit advantage among the overall electorate — but 100 percent turnout is a mythical creature never seen in the democratic ...
NEWSOM’s DEM turnout problem — CSU mandates vaccinations — CDC backs masks — BUCK convicted
Australia’s largest city Sydney will remain in lockdown for another month. The New South Wales state government said the lockdown of the city of 5 million would last at least until Aug.
The Latest: Sydney to remain in lockdown as cluster grows
The rise of telehealth during the COVID-19 pandemic raised concerns about perpetuating unequal access to care, partly due to the 'digital divide.' ...
Telehealth leapt forward with COVID-19. Who was left behind?
At issue is whether Crystal Solorzano is fit to run the nursing homes. Her husband has also alleged in a recent divorce filing that a ReNew executive was interviewed by the FBI "about Crystal's ...
Controversial Nursing Home Mogul Faces Hearing Over Disputed Facilities
CalOptima and County of Orange hosted their final Vaccine Clinic and Resource Fair targeting low-income, hard-to-reach members on July 10 ...
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